



In this second part of the Symposium on "Current Issues in the Law
of International Finance," we feature eight articles by leading practi-
tioners and decision/policymakers on important concerns in this dy-
namic area. In the first category of articles, four authors address the
broad topic of "U.S. Regulations, Judicial Decisions and Institutions":
Andre Newburg writes about Eurobond financings; Dick Breeden ana-
lyzes U.S. financial services reform; Dave Holland discusses foreign
bank capital and the Federal Reserve Board; Bob Rendell explores the
judicial role in this area via the Allied Bank, which raised significant
act-of-state issues; and John Bohn addresses Eximbank's role. The
second category, "New Forms of International Financing," provides a
forum for Armel Cates to discusses swap transactions, Al Mudge to
write concerning public sector debt, and Keith Clark to investigate
sovereign debt restructurings. We think readers will appreciate this treat-
ment of these very timely issues.
Articles
Leading our articles category is Whitney Harris' remembrance of Jus-
tice Robert Jackson and the Nuremberg trials, especially fitting on this
fortieth anniversary of that event. From his personal experience as trial
counsel at Nuremberg, Whitney reminds us of this historical moment and
its legal significance.
In their article on U.S.-China commercial contracts, co-authors
Stephanie Mitchell and Dan Stein outline the current contractual practice
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for sales and licensing to the People's Republic of China. With the con-
tinuing interest and growth in trade with China, this article should provide
a practical guide to contractual provisions lawyers are likely to encounter
in structuring deals with this new trading partner.
Another article offering contracting advice is presented by Cedric Guyot.
Designed to supplement an article on countertrade published earlier (see
Lochner, Guide to Countertrade and International Barter, 19 INT'L LAW.
725 (1985)), this article describes and analyzes the kinds of contractual clauses
one can expect in barter, counterpurchase, offset and buy-back contracts.
Rich Campagna's down-to-earth article on video theft and satellite
transmission piracy in Latin America and the Caribbean follows. In it
Rich describes the legal regimes available in various countries to combat
such practices, and he offers ideas for a preventative-control program.
Short Articles, Comments and Casenotes
Professor Michael Reisman leads off our short articles and comments
section with his thoughts about the difficulties and challenges of teaching
international law subjects in the eighties. Since our readership is composed
of many ABA members of the Law Student Division and most professors
teaching in the area-but most importantly because the future practice of
international law is influenced by the substance of and manner by which
these subjects are taught-we felt Michael's insights would interest many.
With the article by David Dobson and Rita Guadenzi, we continue our
ongoing coverage of various foreign countries' distribution laws. In recent
years, Journal articles have surveyed the laws of the EEC (19 INT'L LAW.
117), France (17 INT'L LAW. 741), Belgium (17 INT'L LAW. 752), and the
Federal Republic of Germany (19 INT'L LAW. 607) with respect to dis-
tribution arrangements involving foreign principals. Other articles on var-
ious countries and regions, in dealing with the legal environment for doing
business in those locales, have dealt with this subject. With their contri-
bution, we can now add Italy.
Last in this category, Vitek Danilowicz introduces readers to the notion
of a "floating" choice of law clause, which is frequently inserted into
contracts at the insistence of Mexican counsel of United States lenders
to facilitate potential future litigation in Mexico. Other jurisdictions have
experienced this kind of choice of law clause, and Vitek analyzes their
treatment with observations about the probable outcome in United States
courts of the use of floating clauses.
Current Developments
This category has enabled us to feature important new developments
in the law affecting lawyers with international practices. For many issues
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it has been our pleasure to receive the most current and informed legal
thinking on recent events in the trade law field from two major participants,
Alan Holmer and Judy Bello. They never fail to deliver and, in this their
ninth contribution to our series on "U.S. Trade Law and Policy," they
address the topic, "The Scope of 'Class or Kind of Merchandise' in
Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Cases." It is a thorough and timely
treatment of this subject.
Congress has exhibited increasing interest in addressing the transna-
tional crime problem. Until 1984, however, little legislation resulted from
its many hearings and reports. Prompted finally to act, Congress faced
numerous impediments, among them resistance to foreign evidence gath-
ering. Cass Weiland, formerly involved with the Senate's Subcommittee
on Investigations, discusses Congress' response which in a number of
instances amounted to more harm than remedy.
In an effort to update the ongoing controversy concerning the unitary
tax, Fred Montgomery reviews developments at the federal and state
levels. He describes the voluntary approach developed by the Working
Group's report, the reactions to it by foreign governments and state leg-
islatures, and recent congressional initiatives to resolve the impasse.
Bibliography
Another one of our most faithful and respected conributors is Earl
Weisbaum, who provides us with a quarterly bibliography of the latest
literature on foreign and international law. We appreciate-as we know
our readers do-his efforts on behalf of the Journal's readership.
With the subject of international terrorism a major focus of our current
foreign policy as well as a leading topic for the daily newspaper, the
bibliography on international terrorism-prepared by Southwestern li-
brarians Susan Streiker and Debbie Johnson-Champ, and me-provides
interested readers with a starting place to analyze the numerous domestic
and international legal issues involved.
SALUTE!
Behind each issue of THE INTERNATIONAL LAWYER is the financial,
Section Council, and individual member support of the ABA Section of
International Law and Practice. In this, the twentieth anniversary of the
Journal and, thus, support of the Section, we take the opportunity to
salute the Section's contributions. The Section has been a major voice in
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the development of international law and practice in the United States.
Through its publications, meetings, positions and continuing education
efforts, it continues to play a significant role in this ever important field
of law. THE INTERNATIONAL LAWYER is pleased to be a part of the Sec-
tion's coordinated effort that strives to serve its membership, the Bar,
and the country.
I hope you enjoy this issue of the THE INTERNATIONAL LAWYER; I've
enjoyed bringing it to you.
Happy Reading!
Assistance
Many persons are behind each issue of THE INTERNATIONAL LAWYER.
It was my pleasure to have the assistance of the following people in
producing this issue. They included: the very able editorial services of
my Associate Editor, Dan Magraw, and Assistant Editors, Jim DeMent,
Kevin Harris, Larry Johnson and Jean Van den Eynde; the very helpful,
diligent and creative efforts of my secretarial assistant, Denise Georgius,
and my Research Assistants, Wean Khing Wong, Matt Tsukazaki and
RandallRich, whose relentless searches for documents and correct "Blue-
book" form did not go unnoticed.
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